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Asteroids Review 2
At this point, you should recognize that whenever ever I call a method, I am telling
one particular object to execute that code, and whenever I access an instance
variable, I am getting the variable of one particular object. You should also know how to access an
instance variable in your own class with a plain variable name, and use getters and setters to access instance
variables of objects belonging to other classes. Reading chapter 9 in your textbook would be a great way to
review for the test. Chapter 11 also covers some of this, but in much more detail than we have so far done.

. 1 This class, in its constructor, creates more objects of the same class, so that constructing one new
Mountain() might result in many being made.

public class Mountain {
   private static int count = 0;
   private Mountain left, right;
   private int id;
   
   public Mountain(int level) {
      count++;
      id = count;
      if(level != 0) {
         level--;
         left = new Mountain(level);
         right = new Mountain(level);
      }
   }
}

The sketch to the right shows the relationship of Mountains created by one call to the constructor,
where the arrows to the right and left from the bottom of each object show what its right and
left instance variables refer to.

a) The Mountains in the bottom row have no arrows. What is the value of their right and left
variables?

b) What did I pass along as the level when constructing the Mountain shown in the picture?

c) Which Mountain is the one that I actually constructed?

d) In each of the boxes in the picture, fill in the value of the id of that Mountain.

e) Suppose that you have a variable Mountain m that refers to the top object. Suppose also that
Mountain has getters for the right and left variables. Write me code that will retrieve a
reference to the object you labeled "5".
Remember, there is a reference to that object in an instance variable of one of the other objects. I
would suggest that you first figure out how to get "2", then how to ask "2" for "5".



. 2 Suppose that I have a class Song that I normally use like this:

Song s = new Song("Mary had a little lamb");
String str = s.getDescription();
// str is now something like "Song 5: Mary had a little lamb"

a) The number of the song goes up for every song that is made. Describe how the code for this works.

b) I want to write a new class called LongSong whose description also outputs a length in minutes:

Song s = new LongSong("Three Blind Mice", 1.5);
String str = s.getDescription();
// str is now something like "Song 9: Three Blind Mice - 1.5"

Below, write the entire code for the LongSong class. (It shouldn't have to be more than about 10
lines)

c) Suppose that there were also a method getLength() in the LongSong class. Below, fill in the
contents of the totalLength() method, which finds the total length of two Songs, assuming that
a Song which is not a LongSong has length 0.

public double totalLength(Song first, Song second) {
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
}


